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The Government of
Saskatchewan and Royal
Dutch Shell will provide funds
to help the University create
an international CO2 storage
assessment centre, making
western Canada a world leader
in the deployment and accept-
ance of carbon dioxide capture
and storage (CCS).

The provincial govern-
ment and Shell will each
contribute $5 million to the
project, to be known as the
International Performance
Assessment Centre for
Geologic Storage of CO2

(IPAC-CO2).
The centre will serve as

an independent organization
that addresses the need for
expertise in sub-surface reser-
voirs for the geological stor-
age of CO2. It will evaluate
performance and risk issues,
assess proposed projects,
network with international

organizations, connect with
key stakeholders, engage in
community education and
develop a pool of personnel
with capabilities in perform-

ance and risk assessment.
An additional $2 million

from the provincial govern-
ment will be used by the
University to further its

research partnership with the
Norwegian University of
Science and Technology,
an institution that will be
involved in the European CO2

After surveying 745 teach-
ers about the stresses they face
in their work, Ron Martin
knew there was much more to
be learned.

Martin, who teaches
educational psychology in the
Faculty of Education recog-
nized that some of the stressors
identified in the survey would
be difficult to target. But he
and his co-researchers recog-
nized there were other stressors
they could help teachers
address, thereby promoting
their health and wellness.

“The survey indicated a
substantial need for further
research,” Martin says. “Other
researchers have implemented
programs that were somewhat
effective in reducing stress and
burnout among teachers, but
they were hampered by various
shortcomings.”

Martin and fellow
researchers, Ron Dolmage
from the Faculty of Education

and Carl D’Arcy of the
Department of Psychiatry at
the University of Saskatchewan
applied for and received a
$163,000 grant from the
Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council
to build on the existing
research and fill some of the
gaps.

The study will focus on
three major stressors – diversi-
ty in the classroom, legal and
ethical issues and managing
disruptive student behaviour.
These are areas where Martin,
Dolmage and D’Arcy believe
effective support for teachers
can be provided.

“Our project will address
the shortcomings in previous
research by comparing partici-
pants who attend seminars
that provide them with infor-
mation and practical, real-
world strategies for managing
the work-related stressors
targeted with a control group

who do not receive the inter-
vention,” Martin explains.
“Our participants will be
University of Regina students
who are completing their
undergraduate degrees in edu-
cation and beginning their first
paid teaching positions. Once
they are employed, for the
remaining two years of the
project, those who attended
the seminars will also be
encouraged to use an online
network where they can offer
and receive emotional and
practical support from others
in their group.”

One of the goals of the
project, Martin says, will be to
track how many newly
employed teachers in the two
groups leave the profession
during the study period. The
ultimate goal, he adds, is to
improve the mental and
physical health of teachers
beginning their careers and
to increase the number

The University will create an international carbon dioxide storage assessment centre with
$10 million from the Government of Saskatchewan and Royal Dutch Shell. An additional $2
million from the Province will be invested in the European CO2 Test Centre in Mongstad,
Norway. This centre will test the carbon capture technology created by the University.

CO2 storage assessment centre announced

Test Centre in Mongstad,
Norway. The centre in
Norway will test the carbon
capture technology created at
the University of Regina. The
Norway facility will focus on
natural gas-fired electrical
generation with offshore CO2

storage, while Saskatchewan’s
focus is on coal-fired electrical
generation with onshore CO2

storage.
“Climate change is a

global problem that requires
global solutions, and IPAC-
CO2 will go beyond the
province’s borders to work
with and build on the best
carbon capture and storage
research that’s available,
whether it’s in industry, uni-
versities, or other organiza-
tions throughout the world,”
said U of R President Vianne
Timmons during the Nov. 6
funding announcement.
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Ron Martin and his co-researchers are working on a study
that will help teachers deal with stress.

Teacher survey prompts further
stress and wellness research

who choose to stay in the
profession.

“We expect the research
findings will lead us to solu-
tions that support health and
wellness,” he says. “We will
make the findings known to
our key stakeholders – faculties

of education, other researchers,
school boards, teachers’ federa-
tions and, indeed, the commu-
nity as a whole. Because we’re
talking about retaining newly
employed teachers, you could
argue that everyone has a stake
in this project.”
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Yoga. Zen. Geisha. The Dalai Lama. These are all
popular images of the East that permeate contemporary
Western media and popular culture. Since the 1990s,
Western pop stars like Gwen Stefani and her “Harajuku
Girls” have helped make Asian culture fashionable.
Recently, it’s become trendy to sport tattoos composed
of Chinese characters (espousing slogans like ‘love’ or
‘bravery’) or symbols like the yin-yang. Why all the
fascination?

The allure of the East is really nothing new. As
theorist Edward Said pointed out, in an attempt to
facilitate imperial interests and establish the Eurowestern
self-identity of the 1700s and 1800s, socio-cultural lines
corresponding to geographic ones were drawn, to
distinguish “the east” from “the west,” and “us” from
“them.” A key result was an essentializing and romantic
depiction of a mysterious, wild, and sensual “Orient” –
an exotic land of flying carpets, tigers, and Turkish
bathhouses. Conversely, the mysterious East was
simultaneously depicted as a dangerous, untamed, and
uncivilized land, a place where Indiana Jones could find
himself surrounded by savage cults or nature at its
nastiest. Today, Western audiences have become
increasingly sophisticated media consumers, and through
heightened sensitivity to diversity are more skeptical of
simplistically negative depictions of foreign cultures.
I wonder though, just how mindful we are of the other
side of the equation – the persistent tendency to
exoticize the Eastern traits perceived as positive.

This type of exoticization has left many Westerners
with positive impressions about Asian religions. The
practice of Buddhism, for example, is often portrayed as
a spiritual endeavour predisposed toward the values of
peace, naturalness, and abstention from worldly gain. In
this way it offers a ready alternative, even an antidote, to
those disillusioned with Western religion. I see this in
my Asian religion classes; many students arrive with
expectations inherited from the popular media and are
surprised indeed to learn that many Buddhists didn’t
(and don’t) care about nirvana or even the Buddha, or
that historically it was not uncommon for Buddhist
temples to participate in violence, to support military
regimes, and to accumulate great wealth. Despite all the
good that comes from cultural exchange, the Western
fascination with what is “good” about the East far too
often promotes homogeneous and simplistic
representations.

I therefore challenge my students to be as critical of
“good” depictions of the East as of “bad,” since both can
contribute to exaggerated cultural distinctions that
misrepresent and obscure. This exercise, as Said pointed
out, allows us to examine how our selective construction
of the “good” in other cultures reveals far less about
them than it does about our own desires and
preoccupations. Food for thought as I kick back and
watch some anime!
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– from page 1 CO2 storage
“Some of that expertise

exists in Western Canada at
the universities of Alberta and
Calgary, and some of it is in
Eastern Canada at Dalhousie
University. There are experts
beyond our national borders,
in places like Brazil, Australia
and the United Kingdom, and
we’ll be working with them all
to ensure that the most
advanced, independent and
credible research in the world
is brought to bear on the issue
of geological storage of CO2.”

Brian Straub, president of
Shell Canada Limited and the
company’s Country Chair, sees
Shell’s investment as a positive
way to address climate change.
According to Straub, the
demand for energy is out-
pacing the global supply of
conventional oil and gas. To
adapt to this challenge, alter-
native forms of energy such as
hydrocarbons from the oil-
sands in both Alberta and
Saskatchewan need to be
explored.

“The big energy challenge
is how to meet the increasing
global demand for energy with
unconventional resources,
while significantly reducing
these emissions,” said Straub.
“The large volume of GHG
(greenhouse gas) emission
reductions that could be real-
ized through CCS makes this
technology a promising solu-
tion to address climate change
in the near future.’’

Western Canada is a key
area for Shell as it works to
develop CCS capability
around the world. The com-
pany is already a sponsor of

the Weyburn-Midale CO2

monitoring project, which is
one of the three largest in-field
carbon storage research proj-
ects in the world and one of
the largest CO2 enhanced oil
recovery projects on land.

The development of a
clean coal burning energy
solution for the province is
also important to Ken
Cheveldayoff, Minister of
Crown Corporations, since
Saskatchewan sits on a more
than 300-year supply of coal.

“Saskatchewan and indeed
the world need to develop a
cost effective system of deriv-
ing energy from coal with
minimum greenhouse gas
emissions,” said Cheveldayoff,
adding that “if Canada is to
continue to produce and use

fossil fuels we will need to
learn how to find a way to
effectively store CO2.”

Rob Norris, Minister
of Advanced Education,
Employment and Labour,
sees the partnership with
Royal Dutch Shell and the
University as further invest-
ment in growing the province’s
knowledge economy.

“This initiative brings
more cutting-edge, state-of-
the-art, scientific technological
infrastructure right here to the
University of Regina and the
province of Saskatchewan.
Our government once again
has shown its commitment
to building a stronger
Saskatchewan by fostering
knowledge, innovation,
research and higher learning.”

International Performance Assessment Centre for Geologic
Storage of CO2 partners give details about the new initiative.
(L to R) President Vianne Timmons; Malcolm Wilson, director
of energy and environment; Ken Cheveldayoff, Minister of
Crown Corporations; Rob Norris, Minister of Advanced
Education, Employment and Labour and Brian Straub,
President and Country Chair of Shell Canada Limited.

Building renamed
(L to R) Mo Bundon, Board of Governors chair, and Vianne Timmons,

U of R president, applaud the unveiling of the Lab Building Addition’s new name –
Research and Innovation Centre. During the announcement Timmons thanked all
of the people involved in the project for their “vision, guidance and dedication.”

The building is scheduled to be completed by December 2009.
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Researchers at the Regina
Integrative Cognitive Exper-
imentation (RICE) Lab are
finding new ways to help eye-
witnesses recall important
details.

The Lab combines expert-
ise in psychology and com-
puter science to do research in
experimental psychology and
human-computer interaction,
and to create patentable
software.

The RICE Lab, which
is located in Research and
Innovation Centre, is also a
resource for businesses in
Regina that want to examine
cognitive aspects of their soft-
ware whether it is perceptual
tasks or user testing of
software.

Its eyewitness identifica-
tion projects look to answer
questions about how well peo-
ple can recognize faces, under
what conditions they do well,
what parts of peoples’ faces
eyewitnesses choose to attend
to when asked to remember
them for later recognition and
how faces are categorized.
Ultimately, researchers want
to know how information can
be presented so that eyewit-

nesses can be more accurate in
recognizing and recalling the
faces of perpetrators.

One of the Lab’s projects
involves creating software that
presents pictures of facial fea-
tures for eyewitnesses to
choose from. By using a visual
interface, researchers can
avoid many of the disadvan-
tages language presents, says
Daryl Hepting, RICE
researcher and professor of
computer science. Other
researchers involved in the
project include psychology
professors Chris Oriet and
Katherine Arbuthnott
(Campion College).

“Instead of remembering
the face, you remember the
words that become associated
with the face. It changes our
memory of things,” explains
Hepting. “Also, if we organize
(the pictures) correctly, then
people will be looking at a
much smaller amount. If we
have them looking at a larger
amount, then the question is
‘Am I remembering the face
I saw of the person robbing
the bank or is that picture
number two or number three
in the pile because I’ve

seen so many of them.’”
People also don’t have the

language available to them to
meticulously describe a face
to a point that captures its
exactness.

“If you think to yourself
how difficult a task it is –
even outside the realm of a
crime – to go and tell one of
your friends to go pick up
another (friend),” says Oriet.
“They say, of course, ‘What
do they look like.’ There isn’t
much you can say that is dis-
tinguishing. We don’t have a
very good set of words, a
repertoire of language, avail-
able to us to describe faces
with any type of precision.”

By collaborating,
researchers with psychology
and computer science expert-
ise can work together to over-
come some of these issues.

“(Psychology researchers)
do use some fairly primitive
technology in experiments,
some programming languages
that are not at all sophisticat-
ed from a computer scientist’s
perspective but, from our per-
spective, we are only interest-
ed in how the brain works,”
explains Oriet. “We have to

The Faculty of Science is
piloting a new program called
Supplemental Instruction (SI)
to help undergraduate stu-
dents successfully complete
their degree programs and
ultimately enhance the learn-
ing experience in the class-
room.

This fall, the faculty hired
four SI leaders to lead group
study sessions for courses in
Chemistry, Computer
Science, and Mathematics. It
plans to expand the program
to 12 courses next semester.

Prior to leading a study
session in a given course, each
SI leader had already success-
fully completed the course
they will lead. They re-take
the course with the students,
and lead them with active
learning techniques in peer-
group study sessions three
times a week.

“We are teaching the SI
leaders to encourage students
to teach each other,” explains
Stephen Cheng, SI co-ordina-
tor. “The idea is if the stu-
dents learn how to help each
other in the first year and sec-
ond year, they will continue

learning together in the third
year and fourth year.”

According to Katherine
Bergman, the dean of Science,
the first challenge was to cre-
ate space in the faculty to
house the SI program. Over
the summer departmental
offices were amalgamated to
create SI space in both the
Laboratory Building and
College West. The moves also
created space for the faculty’s
six student societies, as well as
space for the Pre-Health Club.

Approximately 26 faculty
and staff members moved
offices to assist in the creation
of the space. According to
Bergman faculty and staff
supported the initiative
because of its potential to sup-
port junior students academi-
cally and the academic leader-
ship skills it builds in its sen-
ior undergraduate students.

“Retention starts with the
student experience in the
classroom,” says Bergman.
“They have to feel successful.
That is a fundamental under-
pinning of retention. If stu-
dents are not successful in the
classroom in their junior

years, they are not likely to
continue. If you can engage
them and enhance their abili-
ty to succeed early on they are
more likely to stay and suc-
cessfully complete their
program.”

Brien Maguire, associate
dean (academic) for the
Faculty of Science, was the
strategic enrolment manage-
ment plan team lead for stu-
dent retention, and has
worked on several retention
projects at the University. He
was responsible for establish-
ing the SI program and sees it
as a way to give added aca-
demic support to students.

“We know that there are
classes where students strug-
gle,” says Maguire. “A whole
lot of the material in the
strategic enrolment manage-
ment plan is about issues
dealing with transitions,
whether you are an adult
learner coming back to uni-
versity, a first generation stu-
dent, or an international stu-
dent. All face transition issues
when starting their degree
programs.

“SI is helping students

Student retention starts with
positive classroom experiences

delve into this to some extent
and learn a little bit about
computer programming and
so on and so forth. To pair up
with computer scientists who

know a lot more about tech-
nology and about how tech-
nology can be used to help
us answer questions is a real
advantage for our students.”

(Front) Third-year psychology student Brittany Whiting
tries on the Regina Integrative Cognitive Experimentation
(RICE) Lab’s new eye tracker. The device allows researchers
to see what parts of the face witnesses attend to and how
long they fixate on parts of an image. In the background
(L to R) are RICE researchers Katherine Arbuthnott,

Daryl Hepting and Chris Oriet.

(Back row, centre) Supplemental Instruction leader Natasha
Jaques explains a concept to computer science students.

understand the course con-
tent. Commonly students feel
uncomfortable asking ques-
tions during class and identi-
fying themselves as needing
some help. Most, however,

feel quite comfortable asking
questions in a peer-group set-
ting and their confidence
increases when they discover
other students with similar
questions and concerns.”

Lab’s research will assist in
eyewitness recall of faces
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(Top) Chemistry graduate student Bao Zhang is on a team that studies the synthesis of
biologically active alkaloids produced by marine and terrestrial plants and animals. In some

cases the crude extracts of these alkaloids are used in traditional medicine.
(Below) Kinesology and Health Studies graduate student Kyra Kane is conducting a gait

analysis test to determine which of several ankle foot orthoses would best improve the gait
of a young girl with spina bifida.

Collaboration drives health-related research
The University is creating

a diverse offering of health-
related research by encouraging
interfaculty collaboration and
partnerships in the community.

By taking an interdiscipli-
nary approach, faculty members
are working with the communi-
ty to produce research that aims
to meet the needs of the
province – research about
aging, long-term care, pain
assessment and management,
cancer, population health, reha-
bilitation and risk reduction,
rural health and northern
health.

“It occurs in various
clusters of activity within the
institution,” explains David
Gauthier, vice-president
(Research and International).
“So there are academic and
research health-related pro-
grams in a number of faculties,
and there are also health-related
research centres or institutes on
campus. We are in discussions
to develop even further oppor-
tunities – for example, partner-
ship opportunities with the
Regina-Qu’Appelle Health
Region. These tend to provide
an identity for the University
and its health-related research.”

Part of the University’s
health research identity is also
cultivated through partnerships
between faculties in what seem
to be unrelated areas.

Sylvain Charlebois, a mar-
keting professor at the Paul J.
Hill School of Business, and
biology professor Chris Yost,

for example, recently teamed
up to create the Food Safety
Performance World Ranking
2008. The first study of its
kind, it benchmarks Canada’s
food safety performance relative
to that of other countries in the
Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD).

Another example of
researchers crossing disciplinary
boundaries is work done by
business administration (mar-
keting) professor Magdalena
Cismaru, business administra-
tion dean Anne Lavack (mar-
keting), psychology professor
Heather Hadjistavropoulos,
and Kim Dorsch, a sports
psychologist in the Faculty of
Kinesiology and Health Studies.

These researchers are col-
laborating to produce work
about social marketing related
to health issues such as smok-
ing, obesity and alcohol
consumption.

“One of the advantages
of a mid-sized institution is it’s
just easier for researchers to find
out about each other’s areas of
interest,” says Gauthier. “The
deans, of course, know who
their researchers are and they
are talking with other
researchers and if opportunities
present themselves they can
share that information. Our
office tries to spend a fair
amount of time trying to make
sure that researchers know
about opportunities. We may
try to initiate collaborative team

“For a university that has
no medical school, we are
doing reasonably well and we
want to do better and that’s
why we talk about partner-
ships,” says Gauthier.

For more information
about the University’s health-
related research, read the health
research fact sheet at the vice-
president (research and inter-
national) website at: www.ure-
gina.ca/presoff/vpresearch/index.
shtml under “documents.”

work, bring some people
together and test out whether
there are possibilities for them
to work together, provide some
seed funding – just try to be
facilitative.”

As the number of the
University’s innovative health-
related research projects grows,
so does its funding. According
to Gauthier, the money the
University has received from
the Canadian Institutes for
Health Research (CIHR) has
tripled in the past three to
four years.

Carrie Bourassa is a co-principal investigator for the
Indigenous Peoples’ Health Research Centre.

She works with communities to do research that improves
the health of Aboriginal people.

Data collection important
for improved Métis health

The opportunity to make
a difference is one of the many
reasons Carrie Bourassa is
proud to be a co-principal
investigator for the Indigenous
Peoples’ Health Research
Centre (IPHRC).

The Centre is a partnership
of the University of Regina,
First Nations University of
Canada and the University of
Saskatchewan. It receives fund-
ing from health research organi-
zations such as the Institute of
Aboriginal Peoples’ Health
(one of the Canadian Institutes
of Health Research) and the
Saskatchewan Health Research
Foundation.

The Centre focuses on
building capacity in health
research among Aboriginal
people, communities and insti-
tutions with concentrations in
health services and policy; the
complex interaction of factors
that determine the health of
populations; mental health and
addictions; ethics and research
governance; and chronic
disease.

Bourassa is working on a
number of projects aimed at
improving the health of
Aboriginal people. One of
them, based on her doctoral
research, is a pilot project with
the Métis Nation of
Saskatchewan (MN-S) and
Métis Nation of British
Columbia (MNBC) to look
at socioeconomic factors, self-
rated health, geographic loca-
tion, gender and a number of
selected chronic diseases. By
compiling this information,
Bourassa hopes to give people
tools to help their communi-
ties. She says there is a deficit
of information about Métis
people in Canada.

“We have scattered data,
scattered information and it’s
problematic because, for exam-
ple, in my community, I was
helping them apply for some
grants around diabetes and
they were emailing me and
saying, ‘We can’t find Métis
specific information. Do you
have any?’ I eventually dug it
out. But it took me a long time

as a researcher and an academ-
ic. There is no way community
members have time to do that,
to try and dig through all kinds
of different databases to find a
little bit of information to sup-
port the fact that they need a
diabetic foot-care program.”

From her doctoral
research, Bourassa found data
supporting the claim that
Métis people have lower self-
rated health than the general
Canadian population and
lower socioeconomic status.
This information will serve as a
starting place for future proj-
ects, including the pilot project
she is currently working on.

For Bourassa, working
with communities to generate
the kind of research they need
is paramount.

“Aboriginal people have
experienced enough through
colonization,” she says. “The
last thing they need is some-
body coming in there, saying
I’m going to do some research,
and then they don’t hear from
them again.”

“First and foremost, my
responsibility is to the com-
munity. So the community is
the one who drives the
research process. The commu-
nity is the one who will bene-
fit from it first. The research

has to be applicable. It has to
be relevant. It has to mean
something. If it doesn’t, you
are not going to have the
results you want and the
results I want – I want to
see change happen.”
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